Flexural Behavior of RC Members Using Externally Bonded Aluminum-Glass Fiber Composite Beams
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Abstract: This study concerns improvement of flexural stiffness/strength of concrete members reinforced with externally bonded, aluminum-glass fiber composite (AGC) beams. An experimental program, consisting of seven reinforced concrete slabs and seven reinforced concrete beams strengthened in flexure with AGC beams, was initiated under four-point bending in order to evaluate three parameters: the cross-sectional shape of the AGC beam, the glass fiber fabric array, and the installation of fasteners. The load-deflection response, strain distribution along the longitudinal axis of the beam, and associated failure modes of the tested specimens were recorded. It was observed that the AGC beam led to an increase of the initial cracking load, yielding load of the tension steels and peak load. On the other hand, the ductility of some specimens strengthened was reduced by more than 50%. The A-type AGC beam was more efficient in slab specimens than in beam specimens and the B-type was more suitable for beam specimens than for slabs.
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1. Introduction

Much research has been performed to develop techniques that improve the structural performance of aging or damaged reinforced concrete members in flexure and shear. Of the strengthening methods, the externally bonded reinforcement system is the most popular and has a long history. In this external strengthening technique, steel plate, carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP), glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP), and aramid fiber reinforced polymer (AFRP) are attached to reinforced concrete (RC) members to carry the tensile stresses.

Strengthening a RC member by employing steel plates is the most conventional technique and has been used for decades. This technique very successfully improves flexural performance [1] and shear resistance [2–5]. In particular, fasteners have been proven to be useful for enhancing the ductility of the structures [6,7]. However, a steel plate is heavy, needs many anchor bolts for attachment, and requires steady maintenance to prevent corrosion. This has led to a reduction in the use of steel plates in recent years.

Since the 1990s, FRPs, including CFRP, GFRP, and AFRP, have replaced steel plates as the preferred method of external bonded reinforcement for several reasons: (i) they are easy to handle because of light weight; (ii) they have a high strength-to-weight ratio; and (iii) they are resistant to corrosion. To date, many experimental and analytical research projects [8–10] have examined FRP sheets or rods for externally strengthening or internally reinforcing materials. The externally [11–14] or internally bonded method [15], the unbonded mechanically anchored method [16,17], the prestressing method [18–20], and the near surface mounted method [21–23] have been commonly used to apply FRP to concrete beams. Attari et al. [11] reported that the number of layers didn’t have significant influence on the flexural stiffness (or strength), but the U-anchorage made the strengthening material and concrete well confined. Externally bonded (EB) CFRP laminates and steel fabrics showed good performance in increase of flexural strength, but CFRP, with higher axial stiffness compared to steel fabric, propagated the detachment of the concrete cover in the test program by Balsamo et al. [12].

In order to prevent a premature failure of a strengthened member by strip detachment in the EB system, Maaddawy and Soudki [16] showed that the end-anchorage could prevent a brittle failure by delamination of strip, in comparison with the mechanically-anchored unbonded FRP (MA-UFRP) method and the externally-bonded FRP (EB-FRP) method. Bank [17] also used the mechanically-fastened FRP (MF-FRP) method for strengthening concrete members because of the inherent speedy and immediate installation. Concrete members with mounted FRP strips showed a significant flexural performance, but several specimens had a problem of debonding [22,23]. Concrete structures strengthened with FRP showed improved flexural stiffness and strength, but brittle fracture behavior due to the material property of FRP.

Recently, several studies have been conducted to improve the flexural stiffness and strength of RC members by using high-performance fiber concrete and FRP-mixed strengthening materials [24–28]. However, these two materials each have their own problem. In the case of FRP, the strengthening system is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory strengthening of structures exposed to excessive deflection due to a sustained load or when required to improve flexural strength (or stiffness) because the FRP material has a lower modulus of elasticity than steel. The steel plate, as mentioned above, is an effective method, but its heavy weight and corrosion make it impractical for field work.
The research discussed in this paper makes an attempt to develop a method for reducing the weight of the strengthening material and preventing corrosion. An experimental program was performed to evaluate the strengthening effect of an aluminum-glass fiber composite (AGC) beam, which consists of hollow aluminum and bonded glass-fiber fabrics.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Aluminum-Glass Fiber Composite (AGC) Beam for Strengthening

Two AGC beams of different shapes and dimensions are shown in Figure 1. The A-type beam, with a Warren truss section, had a height of 40 mm and a width of 265 mm, and the B-type beam, with a Pratt truss section, excluding diagonal members, had a height of 12 mm and a width of 260 mm. The weights of the A-type and B-type beams were 3.44 and 2.89 kgf/m, respectively. Both beams could be easily handled and installed due to their light weight. The AGC beam consisted of a hollow aluminum beam and laminated fiber-glass fabric.

Figure 1. Aluminum-glass fiber composite beams of (a) A-type of Warren truss section and (b) B-type of Pratt truss section.

The AGC beam was manufactured at a temperature of 140 °C and pressure of 0.7 N/mm². A number of production procedures for the AGC beam were developed, as shown in Figure 2: (1) several lower fiber-glass fabric layers were laminated; (2) the aluminum beam was bonded to the lower fiber-glass; (3) several upper fiber-glass fabric layers were laminated; (4) a protective film was attached; (5) the AGC beam was pressed at high temperature; and (6) the AGC beam was demolded.
and cut. The carbon fiber has been used as strengthening material to improve the performance in deteriorated structures. In the case of composition of carbon fiber and aluminum, this composite member would be governed by fracture of carbon fiber because it is a brittle material with high tensile strength. So, in order to induce the ductile behavior and ensure the composite behavior, the glass fiber was utilized in the AGC beam because the strength and modulus of elasticity of glass fiber is similar to that of aluminum.

**Figure 2.** Manufacturing process of (a) lower laminated fiber-glass and aluminum beam; (b) upper laminated fiber-glass and protection film; (c) hot-press process; and (d) demold.

Two types of fiber-glass fabrics were used in the experimental program: (i) W40-F60 with a fiber-glass content ratio of 40% in the warp direction and 60% in the fill direction; and (ii) W80-F20 with a fiber-glass content ratio of 80% in the warp direction and 20% in the fill direction (Note that “W” and “F” represent the warp and fill, respectively). The mechanical properties (e.g., tensile strength, ultimate strain and modulus of elasticity) of the materials used in the AGC beam are given in Table 1. These average values were obtained from coupon tests of aluminum and fiber-glass cut from the manufactured AGC beam. Five coupons of the aluminum alloy 6063 T6 were tested according to ASTM E 8. The aluminum had an average tensile strength of 275 MPa and an average ultimate strain of 0.053. Also, five coupons each of each W40-F60 and W80-F20 fiber glass were tested in accordance with ASTM D 3039/D 3039M. The average tensile strengths in the fiber-glass of W40-F60 and W80-F20 were 246 and 496 MPa, respectively, which were proportional to content ratio in the warp direction.

**Table 1.** Physical properties of materials comprising aluminum-glass fiber composite (AGC) beam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate strain</th>
<th>Modulus of elasticity (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CoV</td>
<td>CoV</td>
<td>CoV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum alloy 6063 T6</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-fiber of W40-F60</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-fiber of W80-F20</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Description of Specimens

A total of 14 specimens were prepared. The specimens consisted of two different sets of 3600 mm long slabs and beams with a cross-section of 600 mm × 200 mm (Group I) and 300 mm × 450 mm (Group II). In the case of slab specimens, the reinforcement consisted of five D13 bars with diameters of 12.7 mm. In the case of beam specimens, four tension steel bars of D16 with diameters of 15.9 mm were used. Stirrups of D10 with diameters of 9.53 mm were placed at 100 mm, center-to-center to avoid shear failure in all specimens (see Figure 3). In each group, one specimen was a control specimen, and six specimens were strengthened with two different AGC beams. The strengthening (or bonding) length of the AGC beam was about 90% of the span length. The variables in the two tested groups included: (i) fiber-glass of W80-F20 and W40-F60; (ii) AGC beam of A-type and B-type; and (iii) an additional fastener for the combination of the RC beam and the AGC beam (see Table 2). Because the AGC beam should be attached at the bottom of the existing beam, the fastener needs to be fixed at the beam in order to support the self-weight of the AGC beam until the epoxy adhesive has been hardened. It was installed for improvement in construction. Fasteners were also studded at 200 mm spacing to fix the AGC beam strengthening system with the chemical bonding of the epoxy adhesive. The nomenclature of test specimens is as follows: the first character, “I” or “II”, represents the series of specimens (“I” is for slab specimens and “II” is for beam specimens); the second character, “G8” or “G4”, indicates W80-F20 and W40-F60 according to the content ratio of fiber-glass in warp direction, respectively; the third term, “A” or “B”, represents two different cross-sections of the AGC beam; “NF” means no installation of fastener; and “I-Ref” and “II-Ref” are the references for slab and beam specimens, respectively.

**Figure 3.** Details of test specimens of (a) slab specimen and (b) beam specimen.
Table 2. Matrix of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Glass fiber type</th>
<th>AGC beam type</th>
<th>Fastener</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slab group (Group I)</td>
<td>I-Ref</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G8-A</td>
<td>W80-F20</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G8-B</td>
<td>W80-F20</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-A</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-B</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-A-NF</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>No installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-B-NF</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>No installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam group (Group II)</td>
<td>II-Ref</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G8-A</td>
<td>W80-F20</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G8-B</td>
<td>W80-F20</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-A</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-B</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-A-NF</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>No installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-B-NF</td>
<td>W40-F60</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>No installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Material Properties

The concrete mixtures were made of ordinary Type I Portland Cement and crushed aggregates with a maximum size of 25 mm. The compression tests of three cylinders with $\phi$100 mm $\times$ 200 mm were carried out according to ASTM C 39/C 39M. The average compressive strength of concrete cylinders was 22.2 MPa at 28 days and it was 22.6 MPa at the age of the tests of the beams and slabs. The coefficients of variation (CoV) for compressive strength of concrete were 2.1% and 1.9% at 28 days and main loading tests, respectively. The mixing design per m$^3$ of concrete was: 306 kg cement, 913 kg sand, 901 kg crushed aggregate, 1.53 kg superplasticizer, and 163 L water. The water-cement ratio (W/C) and sand-aggregate ratio (S/a) were 53.2% and 50.3%, respectively. The tensile test results of three deformed steel bars used in the specimens are shown in Table 3, respectively. Three coupons of each bar were tested to confirm the mechanical properties in accordance with ASTM A 370. The average yield strengths were 518 MPa for D10 bars with diameter of 9.53 mm, 494 MPa for D13 bars with diameter of 12.7 mm, and 506 MPa for D16 bars with diameter of 15.9 mm, respectively. The average ultimate strengths were 616 MPa for D10 bars, 610 MPa for D13 bars, and 608 MPa for D16 bars, respectively. The properties of the epoxy adhesive used to attach the AGC beam to the bottom of the RC beam are: 97 MPa compressive strength, 45 MPa tensile strength, and 6.1 MPa bonding strength, as offered from the epoxy manufacturer. The bond strength of the epoxy was much smaller than the compressive and tensile strengths of the other materials, including epoxy itself. The fastener, added in combination with the RC beam and AGC beam, was 29.3 mm in length and 3.7 mm in diameter, as shown in Figure 4.
**Table 3.** Mechanical properties of deformed steel bars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reinforcements</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
<th>CoV</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>CoV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D10 (diameter of 9.53 mm)</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D13 (diameter of 12.7 mm)</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D16 (diameter of 15.9 mm)</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Fastener for added combination of reinforced concrete (RC) beam and AGC beam.

### 2.4. Strengthening Technique

The AGC beam was attached to the bottom of the RC beam after the curing period of 28 days using the chemical adhesive and mechanical fasteners. The strengthening procedure used to bond the AGC beam to the tensile surface of concrete members involved surface preparation for better attachment, application of epoxy primer, undercoating of the epoxy adhesive on the tensile surface, and application of the AGC beam. Special consideration was given to surface preparation before the application of epoxy. The concrete surface was cleaned using a uniform mechanical grinding, and the dust and grease were removed by compressed air. Primer was applied to fill any pores and level the concrete surface. After the primer was fully set, the epoxy adhesive was applied to the primer coating. Of the twelve strengthening specimens, eight specimens (four slabs and four beams) had the fasteners with 200 mm spacing on the AGC beam. In the remained four specimens out of twelve, the epoxy was used as the sole adhesive to compare with the effect of fasteners. All specimens were kept in a controlled environment for 7 days prior to testing to guarantee full curing of the epoxy adhesive.

### 2.5. Test Setup and Instrumentation

All specimens were simply supported and loaded in four-point bending as shown in Figure 5, and were tested until the attached AGC beam failed or was debonded. The clear span of the concrete member was 3600 mm and the distance between the two loading points was 600 mm, symmetrically located from the mid-span location. Two-linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were placed at the mid-span to measure the deflection. Additionally, nine strain gauges (two in tension reinforcement at mid-span and seven along the longitudinal axis of the AGC beam) were employed to observe the strains of the tensile reinforcement and AGC beam during the flexural test. The specimens
were tested under load control within the elastic range and then were loaded by displacement control until the test end. The development of concrete cracks and deformation of the AGC beam were visually observed and marked during the test.

**Figure 5.** Four-point bending test setup.

3. **Test Results**

3.1. **General Behavior and Failure Mode**

The tested RC beams presented different failure modes such as concrete crushing, and fracture and/or debonding of the attached AGC beam. The failure modes of the test specimens are shown in Figure 6 and summarized in Table 4. The process of cracking proceeded similarly in all strengthened beams.

**Figure 6.** Failure modes of strengthening specimens of (a) fracture of AGC beam and (b) debonding of AGC beam.

The control beams of I-Ref (of slab) and II-Ref (of beam), with no strengthening by the AGC beam, failed in flexure with concrete crushing after yielding of the tension reinforcement at mid-span. Typical flexural cracks at mid-span in I-Ref and II-Ref specimens were developed initially due to positive moment and were propagated vertically with the increased load. Subsequently, the plastic hinges were formed around two loading points, and the deflections increased steadily without a rapid load increase.
Table 4. Summary of test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$P_{cr}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_y$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{peak}$ (kN)</th>
<th>Increase for $P_{cr}$</th>
<th>Increase for $P_y$</th>
<th>Increase for $P_{peak}$</th>
<th>$\delta_y$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\delta_{peak}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\delta_{peak}/\delta_y$</th>
<th>Failure Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slab group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ref</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>136.0</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>Flexure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G8-A</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>100.6</td>
<td>137.4</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G8-B</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-A</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>117.4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>Fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-B</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>Fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-A-NF</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>131.6</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-G4-B-NF</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II- Ref</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>197.2</td>
<td>215.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>Flexure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G8-A</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>304.0</td>
<td>321.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G8-B</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>298.8</td>
<td>324.6</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-A</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>282.1</td>
<td>282.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-B</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>284.4</td>
<td>302.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-A-NF</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>314.0</td>
<td>314.0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-G4-B-NF</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>291.6</td>
<td>331.8</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>Debonding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $P_{cr}$ is the cracking load; $P_y$ is the yielding load; $P_{peak}$ is the peak load when the test was over; $\delta_y$ is the yield deflection; and $\delta_{peak}$ is the deflection corresponding to $P_{peak}$. (1) Flexure: Concrete crushing after tension reinforcement yielding; (2) Fracture: Tensile fracture of AGC beam; (3) Debonding: Detachment of AGC beam from tension surface of RC beam.

However, there were two different primary types of failure modes in RC members strengthened with the AGC beam compared with control specimens as described in Table 4. The first failure mode was a fracture of the AGC beam itself. An AGC beam fracture occurred in the mid-span, as shown in Figure 6a, after the tension reinforcement’s yielding. The fracture of the AGC beam started from the extreme edge of the fiber-glass fabric, followed by the fracture of the aluminum inside the AGC beam. In specimens of I-G4-A and I-G4-B, the load was abruptly decreased with glass-fiber fracture at first peak load and then it was slightly increased until the aluminum of AGC beam failed in tensile fracture. However, the second peak load did not reach the first peak load. The second failure mode was a debonding of the AGC beam, which occurred in most of strengthening slabs (excluding I-G4-A and I-G4-B) and all strengthening beams, as shown in Figure 6b. Based on observations during the test, the progressive debonding was not observed in the early stages as the load was increased. The debonding failure of the premature failure occurred as the load was increased since the shear stress between the bonding zone of the concrete and the AGC beam exceeded the epoxy bonding strength. The debonding of the AGC beam was started from the end of the AGC beam where the shear stress was at maximum value.

Since the inclined cracking within shear span make the strengthening AGC beam debonded, an efficient anchorage at both ends of the strengthening AGC beam, such as a U-anchorage which effectively clamps the strengthening material on the tension face of the concrete beam is required. A new anchorage is needed to restrain the shear cracking and prevent the AGC beam from pre-initiating the debonding.
3.2. Load-Deflection Response

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the applied load versus mid-span deflection curves of the slabs and beams, respectively. The crack load \( (P_{cr}) \), yield load \( (P_{y}) \), peak load \( (P_{peak}) \), corresponding deflections \( (\delta_{y} \text{ and } \delta_{peak}) \), and ductility \( (\frac{\delta_{peak}}{\delta_{y}}) \) of each specimen are summarized in Table 4. It was clearly observed that the strengthened specimens have larger peak load and post-cracking stiffness than those of the control specimens, however they failed at much less deflection. The increased peak load of the strengthened specimens ranged from 31% to 90% of the control specimens. Most strengthened specimens failed due to the debonding of the AGC beam. Two specimens of I-Ref and II-Ref, without the AGC beam, exhibited typical concrete structural behavior. The deflection increased linearly with increased load in the early loading stage. The stiffness was reduced on the onset of the tension crack in the concrete at about 10% and 18% of the ultimate load, respectively. After the cracks had stabilized, the load and deflection increased linearly again until the internal reinforcements reached yielding. Then, the deflection increased steadily with little increased load because the sections had been plasticized.

In the case of slab specimens, the initial crack loads in the strengthened slabs were increased by 89% to 163% compared with 7 kN of I-Ref. The yield loads were also increased by 53% to 122% (Note that yield load is defined as when the steel starts to yield.) In specimens of I-G8-A and I-G8-B, the tests were terminated due to the debonding of the AGC beam at deflections of about 55 mm and 50 mm (corresponding to first peak loads of 137 and 114 kN), respectively. In contrast, I-G4-A and I-G4-B specimens failed initially in the AGC beam with fracture at deflection of about 38 mm (corresponding to first peak loads of 117 and 98 kN), respectively. Consequently, it can be seen that the content ratio of fiber-glass in the warp direction tended to govern the failure mode. Since the strength of W80-F20 in the warp direction was greater than that of W40-F60, the slab set with W80-F20 failed in debonding at larger deflections versus the failure deflections of the slab set with W40-F60. The slab specimens with W80-F20 exhibited higher strength when compared to the slab specimens with W40-F60. However, the content ratio of fiber-glass did not significantly affect the flexural stiffness which is dependent on the section shape. Additionally, the A-type AGC beam (Warren truss section) was better than the B-type (Pratt truss section) in terms of strength. However, both types need to be considered more in terms of ductility. The ductility index is defined as the ratio of failure deflection \( (\delta_{u}) \) and yield deflection \( (\delta_{y}) \). Ductility was reduced by more than half of the ductility of the I-Ref specimen due to premature failure of the strengthened AGC beam (see Table 4).

Similarly, the AGC beam had the highest increase of the load carrying capacity in flexural beam specimens of Group II. The rates of increase ranged from 10% to 59% for crack load and 44% to 54% for yield load compared with the II-Ref specimen. In specimen II-G4-A, however, the debonding of the AGC beam was observed prior to tension reinforcement yielding. The first peak load also increased by 31% to 54% in comparison to the control beam; whereas a deflection reduction of more than 45% was recorded. The strengthening effect of the AGC beam in both the beam and slab specimens was sufficient in terms of the increase of strength. However the reduction of ductility needs further consideration.
Figure 7. Load-deflection responses of slab specimens with (a) glass-fiber of W80-F20 and (b) glass-fiber of W40-F60.
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Figure 8. Load-deflection responses of beam specimens with (a) glass-fiber of W80-F20 and (b) glass-fiber of W40-F60.

![Figure 8](image)

3.3. Strain Distribution of AGC Beam

Strains in the AGC beam at seven different locations along the beam axis were measured from the attached strain gages during the flexural testing. Figure 9 shows the strain distribution of the AGC beam along the beam axis at four load levels in specimens of I-G8-A, I-G8-B, II-G8-A, and II-G8-B. The strain distribution showed a symmetric tendency with respect to the center of the beam until the test was over. The variation of strain increased proportionally to applied load until the tension steel reached yielding. After this stage, a major change in strain profile was measured in most specimens, with the exception of the specimens that failed prematurely in fracture prior to tension steel yielding. The maximum strains were exhibited at mid-span and the measured values were 9156, 6593, 4129, and 6276 με in each specimen, respectively. However, the actual strain curve might be flat from −300 to 300 mm because this region was subjected to pure bending. It could be assumed that the strain distribution within the pure bending zone is the same as the maximum measured value at mid-span. Compared with the ultimate strain of 0.016, based on the tensile test of W80-F20 (see Table 1), the strains were measured in 26% to 57% of ultimate strain. That means that the AGC beams in all
specimens were fractured or debonded from the RC member, without sufficient longitudinal deformation. One strain gauge of II-G8-A in Figure 9c that was attached near the extreme end of the AGC beam (1500 mm in the left direction from beam center) was damaged just before debonding. Thus, the value from this gauge was not plotted. The strain obtained from the strain gauge (attached at 1500 mm in the right direction from beam center) of II-G8-B in Figure 9d increased steadily until the yield load was reached, but after that, the strain value started to decrease, showing signs of debonding.

Figure 9. Strain distribution along AGC beam axis of (a) I-G8-A; (b) I-G8-B; (c) II-G8-A; and (d) II-G8-B.

3.4. Effect of AGC Beam Type, Glass-Fiber Array and Fastener

The A-type and B-type AGC beams were produced to enhance the flexural stiffness (or strength) and ductility of RC members. Test results of slab specimens strengthened with A-type (I-G8-A and I-G4-A), with respect to the flexural stiffness or peak load, were higher than those of I-G8-B and I-G4-B strengthened with the B-type beam (see Figure 7). In beam specimens, however, the flexural stiffness of the specimens with A-type and B-type appeared similar (see Figure 8). The slabs with A-type obtained a strengthening effect in terms of flexural stiffness (or strength). However, in the case of beams, A-type strengthening did not impact the flexural performance, and unfortunately resulted in premature debonding failure. The content ratio of glass-fiber in the warp direction appeared to have a slight effect on the increase of flexural stiffness (or strength), as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
specimen I-G4-A, the fracture of the AGC beam might have occurred due to the small amount of fiber in the warp direction.

Fasteners also have no significant effect on the flexural stiffness or strength (see Figures 7b and 8b). Unfortunately, the fastener and its corresponding hole led to fracture of the AGC beam (see Figure 10). The stress concentration in an orthogonal direction of beam axis around the hole occurred against longitudinal deformation, and the fracture started from the stress concentrated parts. The AGC beam eventually broke into two pieces around a fastener. The fasteners, used in the form of nails, do not seem to be an ideal and practical solution since fasteners (anchor of nail type) and its corresponding hole led to stress concentration around the holes and fracture of the AGC beam and it also did not control the debonding of AGC beam caused by inclined shear cracking. Based on the test results by Khalifa et al. [29], they showed that the U-anchor and U-wrap were compatible with bonded strengthening system by FRP sheet. It could be suggested that a better anchoring solution would be a U-anchorage used within the shear span so that the inclined shear cracking would not precipitate the debonding of the AGC beam, which has occurred in most of the tested specimens.

Figure 10. Fracture of AGC beam around fastener.

As test results reflect, the AGC strengthening system increased the flexural strength and stiffness in reinforced concrete members. However, the problems of the pre-debonding or pre-fracture of the AGC beam before it reached yielding were detected at flexural tests. To avoid the premature failure due to debonding of the AGC beam, mechanical connection between the concrete member and the AGC beam should be considered. The debonding of the AGC beam, due to the inclined cracking within the shear span, could be prevented by using a new clamp such as a U-anchorage. Also, the stress concentration was detected around holes of small fasteners installed to improve construction, and this phenomenon led to premature failure of AGC beam. Therefore, the minimum fasteners should be studded at locations where the tensile force is not large. If the two problems of debonding and stress concentration are solved, the strengthening industry can capitalize on the light weight and strengthening effect of AGC system.

4. Analysis Model for Moment Capacity

4.1. Assumptions

To predict the moment capacity of the strengthened RC beam with the AGC beam, a simple analysis was conducted in this study. The basic assumptions are as follows:
(i) the bending section before and after bending deformation remains plane;
(ii) the strain distribution at the section is linear from the extreme compressive fiber to the AGC beam attached at the bottom (that is, the epoxy adhesive between the beam bottom and the top of the AGC beam perfectly transmits the shear stress.);
(iii) the tensile strength of concrete is neglected;
(iv) elasto-perfectly plastic behavior is applied to the internal reinforcements and the aluminum inside the AGC beam;
(v) the glass-fiber of the AGC beam has a constant modulus of elasticity until it reaches ultimate strength; and
(vi) the effective depth of the AGC beam is from the extreme surface of the concrete to the AGC beam’s centroid.

4.2. Analysis Model at Ultimate

This section presents the prediction of the ultimate moment capacity of the strengthened RC beams based on the ultimate strength design method. Since an AGC beam consists of aluminum and glass-fiber, it was assumed, for simplicity, that the two materials deform separately, as shown in Figure 11. In addition, the aluminum was assumed to be perfectly elasto-plastic, like steel reinforcement, even though it has no discernible yield point.

**Figure 11.** Strain and stress distribution at critical section.

The internal force equilibrium at critical section can be calculated by Equation (1), using strain compatibility from Figure 11.

\[ \alpha f'_c ab = A_s f_{sy} + A_f E_f \varepsilon_f + A_{al} E_{al} \varepsilon_{al} \]

in which

\[ \varepsilon_f = \varepsilon_{cu} \left( d_f - c \right) / c \]
\[ \varepsilon_{al} = \varepsilon_{cu} \left( d_{al} - c \right) / c \]

where \( \alpha \) is the ratio of equivalent concrete compressive stress under flexure to concrete strength (note that it is typically taken as 0.85 in ACI 318 [30]); \( f'_c \) is the specified compressive strength of concrete; \( a \) is the equivalent depth of the rectangular stress block; \( b \) is the beam width; \( A_s \) and \( f_{sy} \) are the cross-sectional area and the yield strength of tension steel; \( A_f \) and \( A_{al} \) are the cross-sectional areas of
glass-fiber and aluminum; $E_f$ and $E_{al}$ are the modulus of elasticity of glass-fiber and aluminum; $\varepsilon_f$ and $\varepsilon_{al}$ are the strain of glass-fiber and aluminum at ultimate, respectively; $\varepsilon_{cu}$ is the compressive strain at extreme concrete fiber ($\varepsilon_{cu}$ was assumed equal to 0.003); $c$ is the neutral axis depth; $d_s$ is the distance from beam top to centroid of tension steels; $d_f$ and $d_{al}$ are the effective depths measured from beam top to centroid of the glass-fiber and aluminum material. If the strain in the glass-fiber or aluminum material exceeds ultimate or yield strain, the modulus of elasticity times strain is equal to ultimate or yield strength of each material (that is, $E_f\varepsilon_f = f_{fu}$, $E_{al}\varepsilon_{al} = f_{aly}$).

The balanced glass-fiber reinforced ratio ($\rho_{fb}$) can be expressed by Equation (2) when glass-fiber reaches the strain corresponding to $f_{fu}$, just as the concrete in compression reaches its assumed ultimate strain of 0.003. The failure mode of the strengthened beam can be predicted by comparing the balanced ($\rho_{fb}$) and strengthened ($\rho_f = A_f/\beta d_f$) ratios for glass-fiber.

$$\rho_{fb} = 0.85\beta_f \frac{f_{fu}'}{f_{fu} + \varepsilon_{fu}} - \rho_s \frac{d_f}{f_{fu}} - \rho_{al} \frac{d_{al}}{f_{aly}}$$

where $\beta_f$ is the factor relating the depth of the equivalent rectangular compressive stress block to the neutral axis depth (note that it is taken as 0.85 for $f_{fu}'$ between 17 and 28 MPa in ACI 318 [30]); $f_{fu}$ and $\varepsilon_{fu}$ are the ultimate strength and strain of glass-fiber; and $f_{aly}$ is the yield strength of aluminum.

If $\rho_f$ does not exceed $\rho_{fb}$, the strain of glass-fiber reaches the ultimate strain prior to the compressive strain of concrete reaching 0.003. At this time, the nominal ultimate strength ($M_n$) of the strengthened beam can be calculated by Equation (3).

$$M_n = A_s f_{sy} \left(d_s - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right) + A_f f_{fu} \left(d_f - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right) + A_{al} f_{aly} \left(d_{al} - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right)$$

in which

$$\frac{c}{c} = \frac{A_s f_{sy} + A_f f_{fu} + A_{al} f_{aly}}{0.85 f_{fy} b}$$

On the contrary, if $\rho_f$ exceeds $\rho_{fb}$, then the strain in the concrete reaches 0.003 prior to the glass-fiber reaching its ultimate strain. Since concrete members are designed according to the specification that they not exceed 75% of the maximum reinforcement ratio ($\rho_{sb}$), the tension steel and aluminum can generally yield. Based on these assumptions, the neutral axis depth ($c$) of Equation (4) and nominal ultimate strength ($M_n$) of Equation (5) can be expressed as follows.

$$c = -B + \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC}$$

in which

$$A = 0.85 \beta_f f_c b$$

$$B = -A_s f_{sy} - A_{al} f_{aly} + E_f A_f \varepsilon_{cu}$$

$$C = -E_f A_f \varepsilon_{cu} d_f$$

$$M_n = A_s f_{sy} \left(d_s - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right) + A_f f_{fu} \left(d_f - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right) + A_{al} f_{aly} \left(d_{al} - \frac{\beta_f c}{2}\right)$$
in which

\[ f_t = E_t E_c u (d - c) / c \]  \hspace{1cm} (5a)

Figure 12 illustrates the measured and predicted moment capacity of the tested flexural specimens. It is clear from Figure 12 that a good correlation between the measured and predicted moment-capacity exists. The average and standard deviation between predicted and measured values \((= M_{Ana}/M_{Exp})\) are 1.00 and 0.08 for slab specimens and 1.07 and 0.15 for beam specimens, respectively. The error ranges of \(M_{Ana}/M_{Exp}\) are within 13\% in slab specimens, and the predictions for slab specimens tended to match better than the ones for beam specimens. The prediction for some beam specimens overestimated their strength because the debonding of the AGC beam occurred prior to its yielding during the flexural testing. Although several assumptions for predicting the moment capacity were made in the equation, and premature failure in specimens occurred in some tests, this analysis method provided a good estimation for the moment capacity and can be used for design. However, it should be noted that the debonding of the AGC beam due to lower bonding strength of the epoxy should be considered in further work.

**Figure 12.** Comparison with measured and predicted ultimate moment capacity.

![Comparison with measured and predicted ultimate moment capacity](image)

5. Conclusions

This study focused on experimental and analytical investigation of the improvement of the flexural performance of concrete members strengthened with an aluminum-glass fiber composite (AGC) beams, which consisted of hollow aluminum and laminated glass-fiber layers. From the flexural test under four-point bending, for specimens strengthened with the externally bonded AGC beam, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. The AGC beam increased the load carrying capacities of initial crack load, yield load, and peak load. However, the failures for the tested specimens showed different local and global failure modes, including the fracture of the AGC beam and debonding from the RC member prior to the ultimate load. In particular, the debonding failure of the AGC beam occurred in most beam specimens of Group II. The enhancement of epoxy bonding strength is needed to prevent premature failure such as debonding.
2. The AGC beam of the A-type enhanced the flexural stiffness (or strength) more efficiently in slab specimens than in beam specimens. On the other hand, the AGC beam of B-type was better suited for beam specimens than for slab specimens. However, more consideration for ductility in both of A-type and B-type is required for further work.

3. Comparing AGC beams of W80-F20 with W40-F60, the former worked for flexural stiffness or strength more effectively than the latter, but the difference was not significant.

4. The use of fasteners should be considered carefully since fastener installation could lead to fracture of the AGC beam due to stress concentration.

5. The proposed analysis method provided excellent agreement between the experimental and analytical load-carrying capacities of the specimens, even though certain assumptions had to be made for predicting moment capacity.

6. The fasteners used in the form of nails do not seem to be ideal or practical. A better solution would be the use of a U-anchorage so that the inclined shear cracking would not precipitate the debonding of the AGC beam.
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